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[1] A Rossby wave breaking identification method is presented which searches for
overturning of absolute vorticity contours on pressure surfaces. The results are compared
to those from an analysis of isentropic potential vorticity, and it is demonstrated that
both yield similar wave breaking distributions. As absolute vorticity is easily obtained
from most model output, we present wave breaking frequency distributions from the
ERA-Interim data set, thirteen general circulation models (GCMs) and a barotropic model.
We demonstrate that a poleward shift of the Southern Hemisphere midlatitude jet is
accompanied by a decrease in poleward wave breaking in both the barotropic model and
all GCMs across multiple climate forcing scenarios. In addition, it is shown that while
anticyclonic wave breaking shifts poleward with the jet, cyclonic wave breaking shifts
less than half as much and reaches a poleward limit near 60 degrees S. Comparison of
the observed distribution of Southern Hemisphere wave breaking with those from the
GCMs suggests that wave breaking on the poleward flank of the jet has already reached
its poleward limit and will likely become less frequent if the jet migrates any
further poleward with climate change.
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1. Introduction

[2] Tropospheric mixing and transport in the middle and
high latitudes are driven mainly by synoptic eddy activity. In
many cases, these eddies grow by baroclinic instability and
decay barotropically by breaking and inducing irreversible
mixing of the surrounding air, termed “wave breaking”
[McIntyre and Palmer, 1983]. Synoptic activity is important
because it is associated with passing storms and because it
plays a crucial role in the maintenance of the large-scale
midlatitude jet streams [Robinson, 2006]. The Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report
found that global circulation models (GCMs) predict a
robust poleward shift of the midlatitude, eddy-driven jets in
both hemispheres in response to increased greenhouse gas
(GHG) forcing [Meehl et al., 2007b]. Due to the strong
coupling between synoptic eddy activity and the jet streams,
a poleward shift of the jet implies a shift in eddy activity as
well, although separating cause and effect is not trivial.

[3] Rossby waves preferentially propagate equatorward,
an effect easily seen from climatological E-P flux diag-
nostics [Edmon et al., 1980]. Hoskins et al. [1977] attri-
bute this phenomenon to the fact that midlatitude waves
preferentially propagate equatorward due to spherical
geometry. However, Nakamura and Plumb [1994] dem-
onstrate that preferential equatorward wave breaking
requires only an asymmetry in the meridional shear on
each side of the jet, which causes the critical line on the
equatorward flank to be nearer the jet than the critical line
on the poleward flank. In either case, both mechanisms
lead to preferential equatorward Rossby wave propagation
and dissipation.
[4] Recent work by Barnes et al. [2010] and Barnes and

Hartmann [2011] suggest that an important implication of
a poleward shift of the jet is a reduction in wave breaking on
the poleward flank of the jet. They argue that the critical line
on the poleward flank of the jet vanishes due to the decrease
in the background vorticity gradient if the jet moves far
enough poleward. This results in increased equatorward
wave propagation and wave breaking in the subtropics. They
demonstrated that this change in eddy activity can explain
the reduction in the persistence of the annular modes in cli-
mate change simulations. However, the inferences in these
studies were based upon linear wave theory and did not
quantify the actual changes in wave breaking associated with
a poleward shift of the jet. In the following sections, we will
introduce a wave breaking detection algorithm and use it to
investigate the response of wave breaking frequency to
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increased greenhouse gas forcing and a poleward shift of the
eddy-driven jet.

2. Methods

2.1. Data

2.1.1. Barotropic Model
[5] Instantaneous daily zonal wind (u), meridional wind

(v) and relative vorticity (z) are obtained from a nonlinear
barotropic model on the sphere. Variations of this particular
barotropic model setup have been documented in the recent
literature [Vallis et al., 2004; Barnes et al., 2010; Barnes and
Hartmann, 2011], but we repeat details here for complete-
ness. The model integrates

∂z
∂t

þ u

a cosq
∂z
∂l

þ v

a

∂z
∂q

þ vb ¼ S � rz � kr4z; ð1Þ

where r is the damping parameter set equal to 1/6 days�1 and
k is the diffusion coefficient for parameterizing the removal
of enstrophy at small scales. We model the stirring of the
atmosphere by baroclinic eddies as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
stochastic process (S) defined for each combination of total
wave number l and zonal wave number m:

Si
lm ¼ ð1� e�2dt=tÞ1=2Qi þ e�dt=tSi�1

lm ; ð2Þ

where i is the time step index, t denotes the decorrelation
time of the stirring (2 days) and dt is the model time step
(3600 sec). Qi is a real number chosen uniformly between
ð�A;AÞ � 10�11, whereA is the stirring strength (see Vallis
et al. [2004] for details) set equal to 7.0 for this work. The
model is stirred between total wave numbers 8 and 12, with
the minimum zonal wave number equal to 4 so that the
zonal-mean flow is not forced directly. A meridionally
confined storm track is created from this global stirring by
windowing the gridded stirring field with a Gaussian spatial
mask centered at latitude qstir with a half-width of 12�. The
model is run at T42 resolution and each integration is spun-
up for 500 days before being integrated another 4000 days
for analysis.
[6] Figure 1a shows the absolute vorticity field on day 157

for the integration with stirring centered at 45�N. The field is
relatively smooth since we are only stirring at synoptic wave

numbers (rather than over the range of all possible scales).
The large gradient in absolute vorticity in midlatitudes is
evidence of an eddy-driven jet, and the wave like behavior
of the contours is clearly evident. We will compare the wave
breaking behavior of this model with that of GCMs and the
observations in the coming sections.
2.1.2. ERA-Interim
[7] For the observational portion of this work, we use over

22 years (Jan. 1, 1989–Apr. 30, 2011) of latitude-longitude
gridded daily (1200 UTC) u, v and z on 20 pressure levels
(10–925 hPa) from the ERA-Interim data set produced by
the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) [Simmons et al., 2006]. In addition, we use
gridded potential vorticity on the 16 potential temperature
surfaces (265–850 K) provided. In this work, we define
daily anomalies at a single grid point as departures from the
mean seasonal cycle, computed as the mean plus the first
four Fourier harmonics of the daily climatology over the
entire period.
2.1.3. General Circulation Models
[8] We analyze 13 general circulation models (GCMs) to

quantify changes in wave breaking associated with increased
greenhouse gas forcing. We use three scenarios archived by
the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP’s) Cou-
pled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3)
[Meehl et al., 2007a]: the 20C3M scenario (1961–2000;
40 years), A2 scenario (2081–2100; 20 years) and the 2 �
CO2 scenario (20 years). Relative vorticity was not archived
for these models, so instead we use u and v to calculate the
relative vorticity as z =r � u, where u = (u, v). We analyze
only the pressure surface nearest to 250 hPa for eleven of the
GCMs (most models output 300 hPa), and present the wave
breaking climatology of the GFDL CM2.0 GCM [Delworth
et al., 2006] at all output pressure levels for additional detail.

2.2. Smoothing of Fields

[9] The ERA-Interim and GCM fields are smoothed
before the wave breaking algorithm is applied to ensure that
the detection method only identifies large-scale overturning
as a wave breaking event, rather than small-scale perturba-
tions in the field. This is accomplished by expanding in
spherical harmonics to T42 and then truncating at T15.
We have tested this smoothing technique and note that
truncating at T20 produces similar wave breaking

Figure 1. Snapshots of instantaneous fields of (a) absolute vorticity in the barotropic model, and ERA-
Interim (b) 250 hPa absolute vorticity and (c) potential vorticity on the 350 K potential temperature sur-
face. Figures 1b and 1c have been smoothed as outlined in Section 2.2.
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frequencies. This smoothing is not performed in the baro-
tropic model as the fields are already smoothed by the fact
that we are only stirring at synoptic scales. However, we
have verified that the barotropic results are robust when the
fields are smoothed in this manner.
[10] All zonally integrated profiles of wave breaking are

binned in increments of 2� latitude. The single latitude pro-
files are smoothed with a 1-2-1 filter to aid in visualization.
Unsmoothed fields were used to make the pressure-latitude
plots in order to retain more of the details in the distribution.
The conclusions are the same whether or not smoothing is
performed.

2.3. Wave Breaking Detection Algorithm

[11] The goal of this work is to identify large-scale wave
breaking in gridded data sets and quantify the response of
wave breaking frequency to climate change. We use the
phrase “large scale” to refer to synoptic scales larger than
approximately 1000 km. Figures 1b and 1c depict example
wave breaking events of the absolute vorticity field
(h ≡ f + z, where f is the Coriolis parameter) on the 250 hPa
surface in the reanalysis as well as the potential vorticity
field on the 350 K potential temperature surface. Both fields
show wave-like behavior with clear evidence of overturning
off the southern coast of Australia. In the coming sections
we will compare wave breaking frequencies of absolute and
potential vorticity and show that similar distributions are
obtained.

[12] We begin by describing the wave breaking detection
algorithm using a dynamical field of interest X . Each day,
we search for large-scale wave breaking on X by searching
for regions of overturning of the contours. Figure 2 shows an
example of a wave breaking event in the 250 hPa absolute
vorticity field from the reanalysis. The algorithm identifies
wave breaking events by first defining C as the longest
closed contour of a certain value that encircles the pole. Note
that the grid spacing of C will be higher resolution than the
original data grid because the contouring procedure uses
linear interpolation. Upon calculating the contour, the algo-
rithm searches for locations where a single meridian (white
dashed line in Figure 2) intersects C at least three times.
When this occurs, we call these three intersection grid points
overturning points for this contour and meridian, and three
such points are denoted as white circles in Figure 2. The
white solid lines in Figure 2 connect all such overturning
points on three neighboring absolute vorticity contours.
[13] Overturning points within 500 km of each other along

the contour are considered part of the same event and are
grouped together. The algorithm is robust to this parameter
and was chosen by inspecting many events and ensuring that
distant overturning events were not erroneously grouped
together. The amount of overturning required is specified by
the minimum longitudinal width of the overturning event,
which is set here to 5�. This parameter is given in units of
degrees and not distance to ensure that wave breaking events
near the pole are not missed by the algorithm due to the
decrease in contour length with latitude. This method is
applied daily to a range of contour values with all resulting
overturning groups saved.
[14] The next step groups the overturning contours into

daily wave breaking events. It is clear in Figure 2 that all
three white contours are a part of the same anticyclonic wave
breaking event. The algorithm groups these overturning
contours into a single day’s wave breaking event by
searching for contiguous contours that all have overturning
with centers within 2000 km of each other, where the centers
are the geographic centers of the overturning points. If this
criterion is not fulfilled, the overturning contours are con-
sidered different wave breaking events. We define the center
of a wave breaking event as the geographic center of all grid
points on all contours in the event. The center of the wave
breaking event in Figure 2 is denoted by a black star, and is
the location used to define all spatial wave breaking statistics
in this work.
[15] The results presented here focus on the orientation of

the wave breaking events, where we split the events into
those that overturn cyclonically and those that overturn
anticyclonically. To do this, we order the overturning points
from west to east along the contour. In the Southern Hemi-
sphere, cyclonic wave breaking events are defined as those
whose west-most overturning point is equatorward of the
east-most overturning point and anticyclonic wave breaking
events are defined as those whose west-most overturning
point is poleward of the east-most overturning point. The
naming conventions are opposite in the Northern Hemi-
sphere. The west-most and east-most points used to deter-
mine wave breaking orientation are denoted as black crosses
in Figure 2.
[16] A single wave breaking event often lasts more than

one day. In order to ensure that we do not double count the

Figure 2. Detection of a wave breaking event on the
250 hPa absolute vorticity surface. The dashed white line
denotes a meridian that intersects a contour at three over-
turning points which are denoted by closed white circles.
The solid white contours connect all such overturning
points. The black crosses denote each contour’s west-most
and east-most overturning points used to determine breaking
orientation, and the black star denotes the centroid of the
wave breaking event.
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same wave breaking event across multiple days, the final
step groups wave breaking events in time that have centers
within 2000 km of each other. The first day of the group is
defined as the “onset day”. In ERA-Interim, the median
wave breaking event persistence at 250 hPa is 2 days. While
this analysis only utilizes statistics for the onset day, the
qualitative features of the frequency distributions are similar
for all fields if all days of a wave breaking event are used.
This result confirms that the analysis is robust with respect to
the temporal grouping of the wave breaking events.

2.4. Diagnostic Fields

[17] In the following sections, we present results for absolute
vorticity on pressure surfaces and look for wave breaking on
20 absolute vorticity contours�[1, 2,…, 4.18]� 10�5 sec�1.
These contours range over the globe and are used for analysis
of the barotropic model, reanalysis and the GCMs. For ref-
erence, Figure 3 depicts the annual-mean zonal-mean zonal
winds from ERA-Interim along with climatological potential
temperature surfaces and the 2 PVU surface.
[18] Several previous studies have identified wave break-

ing using isentropic potential vorticity. Isentropic potential
vorticity is often considered the ideal field to search for wave
breaking because it is conserved under adiabatic flow and
thus can be viewed as a material tracer. Some authors have
identified wave breaking of the dynamic tropopause (2 PVU
contour where 1 PVU unit = 10�6 � K � m2 � kg�1s�1) on var-
ious potential temperature surfaces [Wernli and Sprenger,
2007; Martius et al., 2007; Isotta et al., 2008] while others
extend their search to the 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 PVU contours
[Ndarana and Waugh, 2011]. Additional studies identify
wave breaking across 40 different contours, in increments of
0.5 PVU [Strong and Magnusdottir, 2008; Wang and
Magnusdottir, 2011] and we use a similar contouring here.

Specifically, we search for wave breaking on 40 contours
�[0.3, 0.8, …, 9.8] PVU in increments of 0.5 PVU.
[19] We will demonstrate that wave breaking frequencies

calculated using isobaric absolute vorticity are similar to
those calculated using isentropic potential vorticity. Ignoring
diabatic effects, isobaric potential vorticity and isobaric
absolute vorticity differ in that isobaric PV includes a
stretching term to account for divergence of the flow and
thus vorticity sources and sinks. Away from regions of
strong baroclinicity, Rossby-wave propagation is barotropic
in nature, making the stretching of vorticity less important.
For this reason, we may expect isobaric potential and abso-
lute vorticity to largely agree. In regions where the isobars
are parallel to the isentropes, isobaric and isentropic poten-
tial vorticity will be similar. Thus, we might expect at large
scales, and away from regions of strong baroclinicity, isen-
tropic potential vorticity and isobaric absolute vorticity will
behave similarly.

2.5. Summary of Wave Breaking Detection Algorithm

[20] Several wave breaking detection algorithms exist in
the literature, so it is relevant to ask whether this one is
needed. We are interested in detecting wave breaking at all
latitudes, and algorithms that search for overturning on only
one or two contours are unable to provide such coverage. In
addition, some previous studies count wave breaking on
every contour as a unique event [Ndarana and Waugh,
2011], or consider all overturning points from a single wave
breaking event to contribute to the total wave breaking fre-
quency [Hitchman and Huesmann, 2007; Rivière et al., 2010;
Rivière, 2011]. In both cases, changes in contour spacing will
immediately modify the number of wave breaking events
identified. In addition, events that span a larger spatial range
will be more heavily weighted. While in some studies these
properties may be preferred, here we are interested in the
absolute count of wave breaking events and how it varies
with the jet. The algorithm presented here groups neighbor-
ing overturning contours into a single event, and thus counts
both large and small events equally and is robust to contour
spacing.
[21] Wave breaking statistics for absolute and potential

vorticity will be presented in subsequent sections. As previ-
ously mentioned, isentropic potential vorticity is most often
used to detect wave breaking. However, to our knowledge,
Rivière [2009], Rivière et al. [2010] and Rivière [2011] are the
only studies that have used isobaric absolute vorticity, and
they analyzed only a single pressure level and made no com-
parison with isentropic absolute vorticity.Wewill demonstrate
that the absolute vorticity field is suitable for quantifying
large-scale wave breaking in the upper-troposphere and com-
pares well with meridional wave breaking statistics computed
from isentropic potential vorticity. In addition, isobaric abso-
lute vorticity can unambiguously capture the entire meridional
distribution of wave breaking and can easily be calculated
from most model output.

3. Wave Breaking in a Barotropic Model

3.1. Varying qstir
[22] We begin by analyzing the effect of jet latitude on

Rossby wave breaking frequency in a stirred barotropic
model (see Section 2 for model setup). We vary the eddy-

Figure 3. Annual-mean zonally averaged zonal winds
(gray contours), potential temperature (labeled black con-
tours) and the 2 PVU potential vorticity surface (thick black
contour) from ERA-Interim Reanalysis. Dashed gray lines
denote easterlies. The linear vertical spacing changes at
100 hPa to highlight the stratosphere.
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driven jet latitude by moving the latitude of stirring, qstir in
5� increments between 10�N and 70�N. A selection of the
resulting wave breaking frequency distributions is shown in
Figure 4. The frequencies are displayed as the number of
unique events per 365-day year per degree latitude to make
the results independent of the grid spacing. The gray curves
denote the zonal-mean zonal wind for each integration, with
axes on the right-hand-side of each panel.

[23] Focusing on the qstir = 35�N case, anticyclonic wave
breaking events tend to occur equatorward of the jet (on the
anticyclonically sheared flank) while cyclonic events appear
predominantly poleward of the jet (on the cyclonically
sheared flank), a characteristic of wave breaking that has
been noted by many previous authors [Thorncroft et al.,
1993; Nakamura and Plumb, 1994; Peters and Waugh,
1996]. Note that cyclonic wave breaking also occurs on the

Figure 4. Wave breaking frequency versus latitude in the barotropic model where the stirring latitude is
varied. Black solid lines denote cyclonic wave breaking events and black dashed lines denote anticyclonic
events. The thick gray curve denotes the zonal-mean zonal wind with the axes on the right-hand side. K∗ is
plotted at the top of each panel for the power-weighted phase speed at the latitude of the jet.
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equatorward flank of the jet, a result that may first appear
counterintuitive due to the anticyclonic shear there. We have
confirmed that this is not an artifact of zonal or temporal
averaging, but rather, it is due to strong southeasterly flow
with weaker winds to the west of this flow (in the Northern
Hemisphere) which together induce cyclonic overturning of
the vorticity contours. We have confirmed that cyclonic
wave breaking in subtropical anticyclonic shear occurs only
when strong easterlies are present and will discuss additional
evidence of this feature in the observations in a later section.
[24] In all integrations, anticyclonic wave breaking is

more frequent than cyclonic wave breaking. As mentioned
in the Introduction, both wave propagation on the sphere and
differences in cross-jet shear and proximity of the critical
lines have been cited to explain this effect. In either case,
both would predict more anticyclonic than cyclonic events,
and this is indeed what we see here.
[25] By inspection of Figure 4, it is clear that as the jet

shifts poleward, the number of cyclonic wave breaking
events decreases, and to a lesser extent, the number of anti-
cyclonic wave breaking events also decreases. Barnes et al.
[2010] and Barnes and Hartmann [2011] argue that wave
breaking on the poleward flank of the jet is expected to
become less frequent as the jet shifts poleward due to the
decrease in b toward the pole brought about by the spherical
geometry of the earth. Specifically, they use a linear diag-
nostic related to the index of refraction, the wave number
K∗, defined as

K∗ ¼ cosq
b̂

u� c

 !1=2

; ð3Þ

where b̂ is the meridional gradient of absolute vorticity and c
is the phase speed of the wave. The factor of cosine accounts
for the fact that the wave number k associated with a par-
ticular length scale decreases with latitude. A propagating
wave with wave number k turns when it reaches the latitude
where K∗ = k and propagates toward its critical latitude
where the phase speed approaches u and K∗ is large [Hoskins

and Karoly, 1981; Held, 1983]. The argument is that as the
jet moves poleward, the small value of b causes K∗ to go to
zero, and thus waves are unlikely to break on the poleward
flank of the jet. Instead, they turn and propagate equator-
ward, breaking at the equatorward critical line at lower
latitudes.
[26] One may criticize the use of the linear diagnostic K∗

to diagnose wave breaking, which is a nonlinear process. To
show that K∗ does indeed provide information about the
location of wave breaking, we plot K∗ above each panel in
Figure 4. The phase speed used to define K∗ is the power-
weighted phase speed of the eddy-momentum flux conver-
gence at the latitude of the jet calculated using the method of
Randel and Held [1991]. Theory predicts that wave breaking
will occur where K∗ is large, and indeed, the peaks in K∗
align nearly perfectly with the locations of maximum wave
breaking. As the mean jet moves poleward with the stirring,
the poleward wave breaking decreases as predicted by K∗,
and both go to zero at high latitudes.
[27] To demonstrate the effect of the wave breaking on

the momentum budget, we compute the divergence of the
y-component of the Eliassen-Palm flux [Edmon et al., 1980]

Dq ¼ 1

a cos2q
∂
∂q

�u′v′ cos2q
� � ð4Þ

in phase speed-latitude space following the method of Randel
and Held [1991]. The resulting spectra for the qstir = 35�N
and qstir = 60�N are shown in Figure 5. The dark and light
shading show the regions of eddy momentum flux conver-
gence and divergence respectively, multiplied by the cosine
of latitude to highlight the torque felt by the mean flow.
These regions align well with the regions of wave breaking,
and as the wave breaking on the poleward flank vanishes, so
too does the eddy momentum flux divergence.
[28] Figure 6a shows the global wave breaking frequency

versus jet latitude for the barotropic integrations, where the
latitude of the jet is defined as the latitude of maximum
zonal-mean zonal winds. For the barotropic integrations with
stirring near the equator, the equatorward lobe of wave

Figure 5. Shaded contours of cos(q)�Dq versus phase speed and latitude contoured at�2� 10�7 m�sec�2

for qstir = 35�N and qstir = 60�N. Black dashed curves denote anticyclonic wave breaking frequency and
black solid curves denote cyclonic wave breaking frequency. The gray curve denotes the zonal-mean zonal
wind with axes on the right-hand-side of each panel.
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breaking occurs in the Southern Hemisphere, where counter-
clockwise rotation would be termed “cyclonic”. To make the
figure more clear, and demonstrate the changes in frequency
of wave breaking southward of the jet, we have kept the
Northern Hemisphere cyclonic and anticyclonic naming
conventions for this figure only. The observed decrease in
wave breaking with latitude is clear in Figure 6a, with the
cyclonic events decreasing to zero as the jet moves pole-
ward. The anticyclonic wave breaking events do not respond
as quickly to the decrease in b since they are situated on the
equatorward flank of the jet. However, once the jet is located
near 40�N anticyclonic wave breaking frequency begins to
decrease as well. This decrease in wave breaking as the jet
moves poleward is due to the fact that only small wave
numbers (large waves) can propagate in regions of small b.
Thus, the decrease in wave breaking is also a function of
stirring scale. We have confirmed that stirring over smaller
wave numbers (larger scales) results in a less rapid decrease
in wave breaking although the results are qualitatively
similar.
[29] One might expect that as the jet shifts poleward, the

regions of wave breaking will shift poleward with the winds.
Looking at Figure 4, a poleward shift of the jet gives rise to a
poleward shift of the peak in anticyclonic wave breaking.
The peak in cyclonic wave breaking also shifts poleward for
qstir between 35�N and 40�N. However, this does not con-
tinue for more poleward jet shifts. Figure 6b depicts the
latitude of the maximum cyclonic and anticyclonic wave
breaking frequency for varying stirring latitudes. Recalling
that anticyclonic events occur predominantly equatorward of
the jet, we see that the frequency distribution of these events
shifts linearly with the latitude of the jet, parallel to the one-
to-one line. The cyclonic events, however, slow their pole-
ward progression when the jet is poleward of 40�N. It
appears that the waves are unable to propagate and break any
further poleward than 60�N, and when the jet latitude coin-
cides with this latitude, the peak in cyclonic events moves to
the equatorward flank of the jet, becoming collocated with
the peak in anticyclonic events. Investigation of Figure 4

shows that cyclonic wave breaking does not actually
increase on the equatorward flank of the jet for qstir ≥ 60�N,
but rather decreases to zero on the poleward flank.

3.2. Adding a Subtropical Jet

[30] Thus far, we have analyzed wave breaking in a bar-
otropic model with only a single eddy-driven jet. However,
in the observations, there exists a strong subtropical jet
between 20�N–30�N in both hemispheres, as shown for the
zonal-mean in Figure 3. Barnes and Hartmann [2011] argue
that the presence of a strong subtropical jet can greatly
influence the variability of the midlatitude eddy-driven jet by
modulating the latitude of wave breaking, thereby decreas-
ing the positive feedback between the eddies and the eddy-
driven jet.
[31] We design an experiment similar to Barnes and

Hartmann [2011] whereby a fixed subtropical jet is added
to the barotropic model simulations, and we refer the reader
there for additional details and a comprehensive discussion
of the eddy response. The subtropical jet is modeled as a
Gaussian in latitude, centered at 30�N with a half-width of
6� and a maximum speed of 25 m�s�1. The vorticity in the
subtropics is relaxed back to this profile with a timescale of
6 days.
[32] We once again stir the model to create an eddy-driven

jet that varies in space and time. We evaluate the wave
breaking for the qstir = 50�N integration to mimic the
Southern Hemisphere winter-time Pacific; the results are
shown in Figure 7a. The gray solid line denotes the total
zonal-mean zonal winds and is a combination of the
imposed subtropical and eddy-driven winds. The gray
dashed line denotes the eddy-driven jet, which is the com-
ponent of the zonal-mean zonal winds driven purely by
eddies, calculated as the total zonal winds minus the
imposed Gaussian subtropical jet profile. Note that although
the subtropical jet is relaxed to 25 m�s�1, the eddies maintain
it at a speed much less than this.
[33] The frequency distributions of anticyclonic (black

dashed line) and cyclonic wave breaking (black solid line) in

Figure 6. (a) Wave breaking frequency and (b) latitude of maximum wave breaking versus the latitude of
the eddy-driven jet in the barotropic model separated into cyclonic and anticyclonic events (see text for
note on classifications near the equator).
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Figure 7a differ significantly from the case without a sub-
tropical jet (Figure 4). Whereas anticyclonic wave breaking
peaked at 30�N in the single jet case, the presence of the
subtropical jet causes a double-peak in anticyclonic wave
breaking. However, from Figure 7a alone, it is unclear
whether the double-peaked distribution of wave breaking
represents wave breaking at these latitudes at the same time,
or whether it is an artifact of zonal and temporal averaging.
To obtain a clearer picture, we composite the zonal winds
and the wave breaking frequencies on days when there is a
wave breaking event between 0�–20�E on the subtropical
flank of the jet (Figure 7b) and on days when there is a wave
breaking event in the midlatitudes (Figure 7c). Figure 7b
demonstrates that when there is a wave breaking event on
the equatorward flank of the subtropical winds the two jets
are merged together. Figure 7c demonstrates that when there
is a wave breaking event in the midlatitudes (30�N–50�N),
the two jets are separated, with the eddy-driven winds setting
the critical line. These composites highlight the fact that the
double-peaked wave breaking distribution in the time mean
is due to temporal averaging over two flow regimes: (1) a
merged jet state and (2) a separated jet state.

4. Wave Breaking in ERA-Interim

[34] Our method of diagnosing wave breaking facilitates
the analysis of wave breaking on multiple pressure levels
which can produce wave breaking distributions in all three
dimensions and in time. We have identified large-scale
overturning between levels ranging from 10 hPa to 925 hPa
in ERA-Interim, where we treat every pressure level inde-
pendently and apply the wave breaking algorithm to the
absolute vorticity field on each surface.

4.1. Wave Breaking Frequency Profiles

[35] Figures 8a and 8b show the pressure-latitude distri-
bution of wave breaking frequency in JJA and DJF. As
previously discussed, during the Southern Hemisphere
winter, the zonal-mean zonal winds exhibit a strong sub-
tropical jet. Consistent with the subtropical winds influenc-
ing the latitudes of wave breaking, the vertical profile shown
in Figure 8a exhibits a maximum in wave breaking fre-
quency on the equatorward flank of this jet throughout the
mid- and upper-troposphere. Recall that each pressure level
is analyzed independently, so a single wave breaking event
that extends throughout multiple levels will be counted at
each level. It is interesting how the tropical wave breaking
that must exist to support the Hadley cell momentum budget
occurs in a narrow region on the equatorward flank of the
subtropical jet and thus supports the sharpness of the jet
there. A secondary maximum in wave breaking occurs in the
midlatitudes on the equatorward flank of the barotropic
component of the zonal winds (flank of the eddy-driven jet).
These features are also evident in the Northern Hemisphere
winter in DJF although the signal is less clear. Wave
breaking is most frequently observed in the upper tropo-
sphere, but rarely extends above 100 hPa. However, in the
winter-time stratosphere, a local maximum in wave breaking
occurs along the flank of the polar vortex, a feature that has
been extensively studied by previous authors using observed

Figure 7. Wave breaking frequency versus latitude in the
barotropic model for qstir = 50�N with a fixed subtropical
jet centered at 30�N. Frequencies are composited on days
when there is a wave breaking event in (a) the hemisphere,
(b) the sector 10�N–30�N, 0�–20�E, and (c) the sector
30�N–50�N, 0�–20�E. Black solid lines denote cyclonic
wave breaking events and black dashed lines denote anticy-
clonic events. The gray solid curve denotes the total zonal-
mean zonal wind in the specified sector composited on days
when there is wave breaking there. The gray dashed curve
denotes the eddy-driven component of the zonal winds.
The percentage of days with wave breaking in the specified
sector is shown in the upper-left-hand corner of each panel.
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potential vorticity [McIntyre and Palmer, 1983; Baldwin
and Holton, 1988; Abatzoglou and Magnusdottir, 2007].
[36] Figures 8c and 8d display annual mean wave break-

ing frequencies decomposed into cyclonic and anticyclonic
events (note the change in contour intervals compared to
Figures 8a and 8b). Anticyclonic wave breaking is more
frequent than cyclonic wave breaking and is found pre-
dominantly on the flanks of the jets and extends into the
stratosphere. Cyclonic breaking tends to be spread over a
wide range of latitudes and also occurs on the equatorward
flank of the subtropical winds in both hemispheres. This
feature was also seen in the barotropic model and is associ-
ated with the strong easterlies in this latitude band predom-
inantly during JJA (refer to Figure 8a). We have investigated
these features further and have verified that low-latitude
cyclonic wave breaking only occurs in sectors of the hemi-
sphere where strong easterlies are present.

4.2. Influence of the Subtropical Jet in JJA

[37] It has been hypothesized that a strong subtropical jet
prevails over the Indian and Pacific Oceans during JJA and
can significantly reduce the positive eddy-mean flow feed-
back by influencing the location of wave breaking
[Eichelberger and Hartmann, 2007; Barnes and Hartmann,
2010a, 2011]. Our algorithm allows us to determine whether
the presence of these strong upper-level winds during winter
modifies wave breaking distributions and potentially influ-
ences the eddy-mean flow feedbacks in the midlatitudes.
[38] To address this question, we calculate wave breaking

frequencies analogous to those for the barotropic model
(Figure 7) for Southern Hemisphere winter-time (JJA) wave
breaking in ERA-Interim (Figure 9). With the results from
the barotropic model as a guide, we begin by compositing
wave breaking frequencies in a sector of the Indian Ocean
basin (60�E–80�E) where both a strong subtropical and

Figure 8. Zonally integrated wave breaking frequency for the ERA-Interim Reanalysis during (a) JJA
and (b) DJF and in the annual-mean for (c) cyclonic and (d) anticyclonic orientations. Zonal-mean zonal
winds are contoured every 5 m/s in gray, with the zero line omitted. Dashed gray lines denote easterlies,
and the linear vertical spacing changes at 100 hPa to highlight the stratosphere.
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eddy-driven jet are present during JJA. Note that similar
conclusions are reached if one uses the South Pacific Ocean
basin instead (not shown). Figure 9a shows composited
wave breaking frequencies and zonal winds in this sector on

days when there is a wave breaking event between 0�–90�S.
In many respects, the observed Southern Hemisphere
wave breaking profiles shown in Figure 9a are strikingly
similar to the barotropic case with an imposed subtropical jet
(Figure 7a). Both exhibit a double-peaked anticyclonic fre-
quency distribution in the subtropics, one located on the
flank of the subtropical winds, and the other on the apparent
“flank” of the eddy-driven jet. In the observations, however,
there is a much higher tendency for cyclonic wave breaking
at low latitudes due to the enhanced easterlies in this region
that are not present in the barotropic simulations with a
subtropical jet.
[39] Figures 9b and 9c show additional composites for the

Indian Ocean basin but split into days when wave breaking
occurs on the flank of the subtropical jet (Figure 9b) and in
the midlatitudes (Figure 9c). As seen in the barotropic
simulations, waves break predominantly on the equatorward
flank of the subtropical jet when the subtropical jet is much
stronger than the eddy-driven jet. When the two jets become
more separated, the eddy-driven jet is more likely to influ-
ence the location of wave breaking.

4.3. Comparison of Wave Breaking in Absolute
and Potential Vorticity

[40] In the barotropic model with only a single surface,
absolute vorticity is the obvious field on which to identify
large-scale overturning. However, in diagnosing wave
breaking in the observations, isentropic potential vorticity is
the most frequently used field by virtue of its conservative
properties. In this section we will demonstrate that use of
absolute vorticity and isentropic potential vorticity yield
similar wave breaking climatologies in the midlatitudes,
while disparities in the tropics are likely due to differences in
the heights of the relevant surfaces.
[41] We compare wave breaking frequencies of the 250

and 125 hPa absolute vorticity (h250 and h125) and potential
vorticity on the 350 K potential temperature surface (PV350K)
from ERA-Interim. We have chosen the 350 K surface
because this surface has been cited to adequately represent
wave breaking frequencies on nearby isentropic surfaces
[Strong and Magnusdottir, 2008; Wang and Magnusdottir,
2011].
[42] The zonal-mean wave breaking frequency distribu-

tions for the three fields are plotted in Figure 10. To first
order, the magnitudes of the wave breaking frequencies are
similar for all fields, although there are more overturningFigure 9. Wave breaking frequency versus latitude at

250 hPa from ERA-Interim during JJA. Frequencies are com-
posited on days when there is a wave breaking event in the
Indian Ocean sector (60�E–80�E) for various latitude bands.
Black solid lines denote cyclonic wave breaking events and
black dashed lines denote anticyclonic events. The gray solid
curve denotes the total zonal-mean zonal wind in the speci-
fied sector composited on days when there is wave breaking
there. The percentage of days within JJA with wave breaking
in the specified sector is shown in the upper-left-hand corner
of each panel.

Figure 10. Meridional profiles of total wave breaking in
ERA-Interim based on absolute vorticity on the 250 and
125 hPa surfaces (h250 and h125) and potential vorticity on
the 350 K potential temperature surface.
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events identified by h250. h125 compares very well with
PV350K likely because both surfaces are in close proximity to
each other (refer to Figure 3), although there is an apparent
poleward shift of the potential vorticity maxima. A likely
reason for the small shift between the h125 and PV350K dis-
tributions is that the centroid of each event is defined as the
mean latitude of all overturning grid points. Since potential
vorticity has a very large gradient in the subtropics, the more
poleward contours are more likely to identify wave breaking
and thus the centroids are more heavily weighted toward the
pole. We have confirmed that this is the case by defining the
latitude of an event as the latitude of the grid point closest to
the pole. Using this definition, we find that the latitude of
maximum midlatitude wave breaking agrees between all
three curves to within 2.5� (not shown).

[43] The h250 shows significantly more tropical wave
breaking compared to the other two curves. To demonstrate
the reason, Figure 11 shows latitude-longitude frequency
plots of wave breaking for PV350K, h125 and h250. The
increased tropical wave breaking in h250 is not due to zonally
symmetric tropical wave breaking, but rather predominantly
occurs off of the Guinea Coast and in the equatorial eastern
Pacific. These regions are known to be areas in the tropo-
sphere with westerlies along the equator, allowing Rossby
waves to propagate from one hemisphere to another
[Webster and Holton, 1982; Waugh and Polvani, 2000;
Barnes and Hartmann, 2012]. These findings mimic those
of Hitchman and Huesmann [2007] where enhanced tropical
wave breaking was also found in regions of cross-equatorial
flow. Equatorial westerlies are absent in the lower-

Figure 11. Latitude-longitude gridded wave breaking frequency in the annual mean from ERA-Interim
based on (a) potential vorticity on the 350 K potential temperature surface, and absolute vorticity at (b)
125 hPa and (c) 250 hPa.
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stratosphere, and so h125 and PV350K do not show large wave
breaking frequencies there. In addition, it is possible that the
waves breaking in these longitudinal bands did not propa-
gate from midlatitudes, but rather were excited in situ by
tropical convection [Kiladis, 1998].
[44] Perhaps it is not surprising that the potential vorticity-

based method compares so well with that of absolute vor-
ticity at levels where the isentropes coincide with pressure
surfaces. Baldwin and Holton [1988] demonstrate that in the
middle stratosphere, the PV on 850 K is well represented by
the 10 hPa absolute vorticity and commented on its appli-
cation to wave breaking diagnostics. It is less clear that this
should be the case near the tropopause or in the troposphere,
where the isentropes have substantial meridional slopes. In
view of the barotropic structure of wave breaking [Polvani
and Saravanan, 2000] and the fact that we are interested in
wave breaking on large scales, it seems that absolute vor-
ticity on pressure surfaces is capable of capturing the general
distribution of wave breaking frequency.
[45] To further justify the use of isobaric absolute vorticity

instead of isentropic potential vorticity, Figure 12 compares
the annual-mean, zonally integrated wave breaking fre-
quencies calculated using each method. In the figure, the
colored grid boxes denote frequencies calculated using
isentropic potential vorticity and are plotted along their
respective climatological potential temperature surfaces as
shown in Figure 3. The colored contours denote wave
breaking frequencies from isobaric absolute vorticity and are
equivalent to the frequencies plotted in Figures 8a and 8b but
for the annual mean. Overall, isobaric absolute vorticity and

isentropic potential vorticity exhibit very similar wave
breaking frequencies. The wave breaking distributions in the
stratosphere are nearly identical, which is perhaps not sur-
prising considering that the isentropes align with pressure
surfaces at these levels. Differences arise below about 500
hPa, where isentropic potential vorticity identifies more
wave breaking events than absolute vorticity. However, both
methods identify similar peaks in wave breaking frequency
near 15�S, 40�S and 10�N.
[46] Our ultimate goal is to quantify the effect of jet lati-

tude on wave breaking in the observations and to understand
how wave breaking frequency might change with increased
greenhouse gas emissions. Isentropic potential vorticity is
rarely available in GCM output, and so absolute vorticity on
pressure surfaces has the added benefit of being easily
computed from the horizontal wind fields. For all of these
reasons, we shall use the absolute vorticity field on isobaric
surfaces to identify large-scale wave breaking in the
reanalysis and GCMs from this point on.

5. Response of Wave Breaking to Climate Change

[47] One of the most robust responses of the circulation to
increased greenhouse gas concentrations is a poleward shift
of the midlatitude jet streams [Trenberth et al., 2007]. In the
annual mean, the reanalysis places the Southern Hemisphere
eddy-driven jet at 52�S. Thus, results from the barotropic
model suggest that a poleward shift of the jet stream could
cause a reduction in cyclonic wave breaking events on the
poleward flank of the jet. In addition, if barotropic dynamics

Figure 12. Annual mean, zonally integrated total wave breaking frequency for the ERA-Interim Reanal-
ysis. Colored grid boxes denote frequencies calculated with isentropic potential vorticity and are plotted
along their respective climatological potential temperature surfaces (see Figure 3). Contour lines denote
wave breaking frequencies calculated using absolute vorticity on pressure surfaces.
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are relevant for the observed atmosphere, Figure 6 suggests
that the anticyclonic wave breaking will shift poleward with
the jet while the cyclonic wave breaking maximum might
not as it may already have reached its poleward limit. To
diagnose changes in wave breaking with climate change, we
first present results from a single GCM before presenting
results for all other models.

5.1. Wave Breaking in a Single GCM

[48] The wave breaking frequency distribution for the
20C3M integration of the GFDL CM2.0 model is shown in
Figures 13a and 13b. There are fewer wave breaking events
in the stratosphere in the GCM compared to the observations
(Figures 8c and 8d), perhaps due to the model’s limited
vertical resolution. Although the GCM exhibits local

maxima in wave breaking on the flanks of the eddy-driven
and subtropical jet as in the observations, the frequency of
both cyclonic and anticyclonic wave breaking events is not
as large as observed.
[49] We calculated the wave breaking frequency distribu-

tion for the 2� CO2 scenario and plot the difference from the
20C3M integration in Figures 13c and 13d. Only differences
that are statistically different from zero at 95% confidence
based on the criterion from Appendix A are shaded. Refer-
ring first to the anticyclonic events (Figure 13d), anticyclonic
wave breaking clearly shifts in the Southern Hemisphere as
the jet shifts poleward by approximately 3.75�. A small shift
also appears in the Northern Hemisphere, although the signal
is not as clear. In addition, anticyclonic wave breaking events
extend upward in both hemispheres, and we speculate that

Figure 13. Zonally integrated wave breaking frequency for the GFDL CM2.0 model. (a) Cyclonic and
(b) anticyclonic wave breaking frequency for the 20C3M (1961–2000) integration and (c, d) the difference
in wave breaking frequency between the 2 � CO2 and 20C3M integrations, where only statistically sig-
nificant changes are shaded (see Appendix A for details). Gray contours denote the zonal-mean zonal
winds contoured every 5 m/s (Figures 13a and 13b), and change in the winds between the 2 � CO2 and
20C3M integrations contoured every 2 m/s with the zero lines omitted (Figures 13c and 13d). Dashed gray
lines denote easterlies, and the linear vertical spacing changes at 100 hPa to highlight the stratosphere.
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this is linked to a rising of the tropopause as the climate
warms. Note that by identifying wave breaking on pressure
surfaces, we are able to diagnose vertical displacements of
wave breaking with an upward shift of the tropopause in
pressure with climate change assuming multiple pressure
levels are studied. An algorithm searching for wave breaking
on the dynamic tropopause would not see such a shift
because the contour would move upward with the tropopause
by definition.
[50] Turning our attention to cyclonic wave breaking

events (Figure 13c), cyclonic wave breaking decreases in
both hemispheres by up to 30% at the latitude of maximum
zonal wind anomalies with a doubling of carbon dioxide.
However, in contrast to the change in anticyclonic events,
this reduction is not accompanied by an increase farther
poleward. Thus, consistent with the barotropic model
results, a poleward shift of the jet is accompanied by a
hemispheric decrease in cyclonic wave breaking frequency.
The GFDL model exhibits a decrease of approximately 10

cyclonic wave breaking events per year per degree poleward
shift of the jet, whereas the barotropic model integrations
with midlatitude stirring exhibit a decrease of approximately
15 cyclonic wave breaking events per year per degree pole-
ward shift of the jet. This comparison supports the notion that
the barotropic effect of jet latitude on wave breaking might
also be relevant in more realistic atmospheres.

5.2. Wave Breaking in the CMIP3 Models

[51] Now that we have presented detailed wave breaking
distributions for a single GCM, we present a summary of
results for all of the available CMIP3 models for two sce-
narios (20C3M and A2). We define the latitude of the
eddy-driven jet as the latitude of maximum zonal-mean zonal
wind at 925 hPa. Results are similar if the latitude of maxi-
mum surface westerlies is used instead.
[52] The calculated change in 250 hPa Southern Hemi-

sphere wave breaking frequency between the A2 and
20C3M scenarios is plotted in Figure 14a for the 12 models
with available data. We have scaled the change in wave
breaking by the magnitude of the jet shift between model
integrations to produce a change per degree latitude shift of
the jet. Anticyclonic wave breaking increases in some
models and decreases in others. However, cyclonic wave
breaking decreases in all models, and in 10 of the 12 models,
the rate of decrease falls between 7 and 20 events per year
per degree shift, similar to the slopes calculated from the
barotropic integrations. In terms of the percentage change,
this corresponds to a total decrease in cyclonic wave
breaking between 3.5% to 11% in the hemispheric mean,
with local decreases of over 30% in some models. These
results once again suggest that cyclonic wave breaking fre-
quency is tied to the latitude of the midlatitude jet, and that it
will decrease if the jets shift poleward with climate change.
[53] The varying response of anticyclonic wave breaking

frequencies is largely a function of the latitude band over
which one averages. Poleward of 30�S, all but one model
shows an increase in anticyclonic wave breaking as shown
in Figure 14b, while all models show a decrease in anticy-
clonic wave breaking between 0�–30�S (not shown). Thus,
when the total change in anticyclonic wave breaking is
averaged over the hemisphere, the result is the difference
between two large numbers. It is possible that the decrease in
anticyclonic wave breaking in the tropics and subtropics
shown here is due to the rising of the tropopause, such that
the 250 hPa surface falls below the level of maximum wave
breaking frequency in the A2 integrations. However, addi-
tional calculations of wave breaking on nearby pressure
surfaces are required to confirm that this is the case since
other factors such as changes in the location of the sub-
tropical jet may also be important.
[54] To determine how the latitudes of wave breaking

shift with the climatological jet, we calculate the latitudes of
maximum cyclonic and anticyclonic wave breaking for
each integration. Details of this calculation are given in
Appendix B. Figure 15 shows the latitudes of maximum
cyclonic and anticyclonic wave breaking across all models
and forcing scenarios. As is the case for the barotropic
model, we see that the peak in anticyclonic wave breaking
always occurs equatorward of the eddy-driven jet, while the
peak in cyclonic wave breaking tends to be found poleward

Figure 14. (a) Change in the number of Southern Hemi-
sphere wave breaking events at 250 hPa per year per degree
poleward shift of the jet between the A2 (2081–2100) and
20C3M (1961–2000) integrations for 12 CMIP3 GCMs.
(b) Same as in Figure 14a except only for latitudes poleward
of 30�S.
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of the jet. However, in six of the integrations, the maximum
cyclonic wave breaking occurs equatorward of the jet, with a
secondary maximum located on the poleward flank which
we denote by a cross. A similar result was obtained in the
barotropic model, where the maximum cyclonic wave
breaking could no longer shift poleward, and instead moved
to the equatorward flank of the jet. The GCMs in which this
occurs are the ones with jets nearest the pole, and so it is
likely the barotropic and GCM integrations are both exhi-
biting related phenomena.
[55] While the majority of models place the jet equator-

ward of the jet in the reanalysis, Figure 15 shows that the
observed latitudes of maximum cyclonic (black star) and
anticyclonic (white star) wave breaking align well with those
in the GCMs whose jet location matches the observations. In
addition, the majority of observed cyclonic wave breaking
occurs equatorward of the jet, with a secondary maximum
on the poleward flank (gray star), consistent with the
behavior of the GCM integrations with similar jet latitudes.
[56] Figure 15 shows that as the eddy-driven jet is found

further poleward, the peak anticyclonic wave breaking also
shifts toward the pole. We calculate the orthogonal least
squares best fit for the anticyclonic events, and display the
percent variance explained and slope in the bottom right
corner of the figure. The best fit line has a slope of 1.1
degree shift of wave breaking per degree shift of the jet,
where a slope of 1 implies that the wave breaking shifts
exactly with the jet. A similar line is fit to the poleward
cyclonic maximum, where secondary maxima are included
(although results are similar if they are not). In this case, the
resulting slope is only 0.35, implying that for every degree

shift of the jet, the cyclonic wave breaking on the poleward
flank shifts by less than half as much.
[57] These results are generally consistent with those from

the barotropic model: jets poleward of 50� latitude have
maximum cyclonic wave breaking on their equatorward
flanks, demonstrating that a poleward shift of the eddy-
driven jet does not necessarily imply an equivalent shift in
the latitudes of upper-level wave breaking. These results
support the idea that there is a limit to how far poleward
wave breaking can shift with the jet.
[58] Interestingly, Rivière [2011] diagnosed wave break-

ing of absolute vorticity on the 200 hPa surface in two of the
CMIP3 models and also found a decrease in cyclonic wave
breaking when the jet shifts poleward. However, a direct
comparison with their results is difficult, as their wave
breaking profiles differ greatly from those shown here and
do not detect a maximum in wave breaking on the equator-
ward flanks of the subtropical jets. This difference may be
due to the fact that their algorithm does not count distinct
events, but rather includes all grid points where overturning
is taking place.

6. Conclusions

[59] Wave breaking is identified in a barotropic model,
reanalysis data set and in data from 13 general circulation
models (GCMs). Results obtained using isentropic potential
vorticity compare well with those obtained using absolute
vorticity on pressure surfaces, both showing maximum wave
breaking frequencies on the equatorward flanks of the mid-
latitude and subtropical jets. We demonstrate that a poleward
shift of the climatological midlatitude jet causes a reduction
in cyclonic wave breaking on the jet’s poleward flank, and
we attribute this decrease to the disappearance of the critical
line near the pole. We also demonstrate a poleward limit to
the location of maximum cyclonic wave breaking and show
evidence that the observed Southern Hemisphere circulation
may have already reached this limit. These GCM results sug-
gest that cyclonic wave breaking frequency could decrease by
up to 11% in the hemispheric mean with a poleward shift of
the midlatitude jet between the A2 (2081–2100) and 20C3M
(1961–2000) integrations.
[60] Consistent with our findings, Rivière et al. [2010]

detected wave breaking of absolute vorticity on the 200 hPa
surface in present-day and last-glacial maximum GCM
simulations and found that cyclonic wave breaking fre-
quency increases and anticyclonic wave breaking decreases
when the jet is further equatorward. Rivière [2009] and
Rivière et al. [2010] explain the influence of jet latitude on
wave breaking frequency by the competing effects of the
absolute vorticity gradient and the stretching term in the
potential vorticity gradient which promote anticyclonic and
cyclonic wave breaking respectively. However, the barotropic
model in the present study is nondivergent (no stretching term)
and we still find a significant influence of jet latitude on
wave breaking orientation similar to what is found in the
GCMs and observations, suggesting that the absolute vor-
ticity gradient is the dominant controller.
[61] Wave breaking by definition is an irreversible pro-

cess. Although our algorithm classifies waves that are in the
process of overturning, it does not guarantee that irreversible
mixing has or will occur. In the past, studies have addressed

Figure 15. Latitude of maximum midlatitude wave break-
ing versus the latitude of the eddy-driven jet in the CMIP3
GCMs. Crosses denote the secondary maxima of cyclonic
wave breaking when a double peaked distribution exists.
ERA-Interim results are plotted as stars, with the gray star
denoting the secondary cyclonic maximum. The solid lines
denote the orthogonal-least squares fit for anticyclonic and
the most poleward cyclonic wave breaking peaks, with the
slope and percent variance explained displayed as text. The
dashed line is the one-to-one line.
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this by only identifying potential vorticity streamers that are
nearly cut off from their stratospheric source [Martius et al.,
2007]; however, further work is required to determine the
extent to which these two methods differ.
[62] This work highlights the importance of understanding

the response of the background flow to predicting how both
high- and low-latitude wave breaking will respond to a
changing climate. A decrease in high-latitude wave breaking
could mean a decrease in blocking anticyclone frequency due
to the strong relationship between the two [Woollings et al.,
2008]. Indeed, recent results show that blocking frequency
decreases in most of the CMIP3 models over the next cen-
tury, where models with larger poleward jet shifts exhibit
larger decreases [Barnes and Hartmann, 2010b; Barnes
et al., 2012]. At low latitudes, changes in the subtropical
winds have the potential to move wave breaking to higher
altitudes and potentially influence the wave driving of the
stratospheric circulation [Shepherd and McLandress, 2011].

Appendix A: Statistical Significance of Changes
in Wave Breaking Frequency

[63] We determine the statistical significance of the change
in wave breaking frequency between the 2 � CO2 and
20C3M scenarios by first assuming that within each inte-
gration, the underlying frequencies do not vary over time.We
test whether changes in the time mean, zonally integrated
wave breaking onset frequency (X ) at a given latitude and
pressure are statistically different from zero between the 2 �
CO2 (X 2�) and 20C3M (X 20C3M) integrations.
[64] At each time (t), pressure (p), latitude (q) and longi-

tude (l), let B(t, p, q, l) = 1 when there is a wave breaking
event and = 0 when there is not. Then X at p and q is simply
the temporal average of X(t, p, q) = ∑l B(t, p, q, l) over the
duration of the data set. To calculate the confidence of X and
its deviation from a corresponding value in another system,
we must estimate the variance of X that results from the
finiteness of the sample used to estimate it. When estimating
this variance it is necessary to take into account temporal
correlations in X(t, p, q), correlations which follow from
temporal correlations in B(t, p, q, l) since a given event can
last multiple days making it impossible for another event to
occur there until the first is complete.
[65] To calculate the confidence bounds on the mean

of X ðtÞ ¼ X , we must estimate the variance of X , which
is likely to be influenced by the temporal correlations of
the X(t)s. Section 2.1.5 of Box et al. [2008] provides a
complete discussion of this standard time series problem.
[66] The general form of the variance of X can be com-

puted and becomes

VarðX Þ ¼ Var
1

N

XN
t¼1

X ðtÞ
 !

¼ s2

N 2

XN
s¼1

XN
t¼1

r t�sj j; ðA1Þ

where N is the length of the time series, s2 = Var(X(t)) and
rh is the autocorrelation of X(t) at lag h.
[67] Defining r as

r ¼ 1
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we can write that

VarðX Þ ¼ s2r: ðA3Þ

[68] To estimate the variance s2, we begin with the sample
variance S2 of the observed temporally correlated X(t)’s:

S2 ¼ 1

N � 1

XN
t¼1

ðX ðtÞ � X Þ2: ðA4Þ

Manipulating this equation, utilizing (A3), and requiring N
to be large results in

s2 ≈
S2

1� r
: ðA5Þ

[69] Thus, substituting back into (A3) leads to

VarðX Þ ≈ S2
r

1� r
: ðA6Þ

The formula for r tells us that if the autocorrelation drops to
zero for h > 0, then r ¼ 1=N and we obtain the usual esti-
mate for the variance of the mean (S2 � N�1).
[70] For large N, X is well modeled by the Normal dis-

tribution, and thus the difference between X 2� and X 20C3M is
also normal. Thus, our test statistic z is defined at each lati-
tude and pressure and follows a Standard Normal distribu-
tion, where z is defined as

z ¼ X 2� � X 20C3Mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VarðX 2�Þ þ VarðX 20C3M Þ

p : ðA7Þ

[71] Calculating the relevant values for the 2 � CO2 and
20C3M scenarios for each latitude-longitude bin, plugging
them in and requiring 95% confidence leads to the signifi-
cant differences that are shaded in Figures 13c and 13d.

Appendix B: Calculation of the Latitude of Peak
Wave Breaking Frequency

[72] The latitude of peak wave breaking is defined by
binning the zonally integrated wave breaking events into
1.5� latitude bins and then applying a 1-2-1 filter twice. All
local maxima of the frequency distribution are found, and
the most poleward maximum in midlatitude anticyclonic
wave breaking (equatorward of 55�) defines the anticyclonic
peak latitude. We look equatorward of 55� to ensure that
small local maxima at high latitudes are not identified. In
some cases, the peak in anticyclonic wave breaking near the
equator is larger than in midlatitudes, so we look for the
most poleward peak to ensure that we identify the maximum
associated with the flank of the eddy-driven jet.
[73] To calculate the peak latitudes of cyclonic wave

breaking events, we find the most poleward local maximum
between 20� and 70�. In many instances, cyclonic wave
breaking has a bimodal distribution in the mid- to high-
latitudes. When the more equatorward peak is larger in
magnitude, we identify both peaks as locations of maximum
cyclonic wave breaking and the more poleward (smaller in
magnitude) is plotted as a cross in Figure 6.
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